
 

Report from IAWLS General Assembly 2016 

 

The annual General Assembly meeting 2016 opened in Cavalese, Marcialonga office , January 30th 

2016 at 15:30. 

 

Presents : 

Lars Vagle, Boris Petroff, Hannes Larsson, Robert Palliser, Dana Sutterova,Irena Prochazkova and 

Martina Lanickova, Radek Ondryas. Grant Mac Load , Jay Wiener, Paul Hohbach, Joseph Kral et Iwana 

Kralowa, André Hazard and  Alain Ghislain.  

Proxies :  

Caviet, Maurice, Bertin, Welles, Guetlin, Maniora, Carré, Szkarlat, Wicht, I.Petroff, Bellmann, 

Ponsonnet, N. Courtine, H. Courtine, Traullé, Gordon, Ampezzan, Svenneby, Kostich. 

 

Meeting 

Meeting startet at 13:45 when Lars VAGLE welcomed everyone. 

Lars had invited Angelo CORRADINI, Worldloppet General Secretary, to the meeting. He was busy but 

showed up in the end of our meeting for his job to be heading the next meeting, awards to new 

Worldloppet Masters. We talked to Angelo and he is informed about what we do. 

The meeting included a review of the presidents report and discussions on several WL issues. 

 

1. President’s Report 

Lars resumed his President’s Report. 

As always the report had the opening words: 

“The International Association of Worldloppet Skiers (IAWLS) is a non-profit, registered 

association with a double goal: 

- to help XC skiers interested in Worldloppet races with practical advice, 

- to serve as a link between the skiers and the race organizers in view of improving the 

quality of the races” 



 

Followup on items from last GA 

Distribution of Marcialonga startnumbers/Bibs. Bibs are possible to aquire via your hotel in the valley 

if you are early. This will continue and we will inform more about this way to get bibs. 

More expression to applaud positive changes in WL races. We have since then done some 

newsarticles and emails about this. 

Create a “race charter” with all our important advices for WL races in one compilation. This 

documents was made and published in December 2013. It is still good, usable and current. Updated 

in 2016 regarding WL receptions. 

 

Relations with the members 

We have 468 members on this winter 2016. And one Association : the French WL Master (President : 

Hervé Courtine). Further  677 supporters/followers  for our Facebook page. 

Advice for skiers. Our webpages have, as always, tips on travel, accomodation and other issues. 

Supporting our members. ECM continue to help members via email on issues related to races. Travel, 

startnumbers, logistics and more. A key purpose of IAWLS. 

Our website. Every year we publish articles and the content is betting very big. The site is also a good 

documentation of “WL race history” with all the pictures and articles. Race reports are published on 

most races, by ECMs og members. 

 

Relation with Worldloppet and Worldloppet races 

We have communication with Worldloppet and contact them when we have special issues we want 

to address. Just like we have done for a few years now. Some of the cases have been long running 

and time consuming. Some major cases to mention is: “full refund of startfee”, “Cost of Worldloppet 

reception”, “Extra charge in Transjurassienne/french skiraces”, “price of WL startfees”. 

Even without special cases we have the all-time-active race charter we made in 2013. It is a constant 

message to all WL races. Please review it if you don’t remember it. 

  

The President’s Report is approved by 34 votes on 34. We got a total of 19 proxies sent to us. 

 

2. Treasurer’s Report 

Boris Petroff present the very simple treasurer’ report : no input, no output. 0=0! 

The Treasurer’s Report is approved by 34 votes on 34.  

Membership fee was to be continued at 0 cost. 

 



3. Executive Committee 

Lars VAGLE, Minoru MATSUYAMA, Boris PETROFF, Thomas HUBER, Hervé COUTINE and Margaret 

HAYES are all re-elected with 34 votes.  

No new executive members. 

We do not have a secretary at the moment so Lars and Boris are doing that job for now. 

 

4. New items discussed 

Startnumber booking in Marcialonga. With the option of getting bibs via hotels, some skiers are still 

strugling to find a hotel that can give bibs. There is also expressed a wish for more bibs open for sale 

online, more than today as those bibs are sold out fast. On race day there are many bibs unused as is 

normal with popular and big skiraces. It would be good if these could be re-used on new skiers. 

Practical details were not clear on how-to here. We will ask Marcialona about special status here. 

Getting Marcialong startnumbers is still a challenge for some of our members outside Italy. There 

was a proposal about IAWLS be given a number of startnumbers we could handle and distribute to 

members. Suggested number were 50 startnumbers. This could be a simple process for Marcialonga 

as IAWLS would handle all details and communication. We will ask Marcialonga about this. 

Missing warnings sign in races. Ahead of dangerous parts of track there should be more warning 

signs. In some WL races this is lacking or is not enough. Signs like “dangerous curves” “downhill” 

“narrow track” and so. 

Rental of skis at race location. Some skiers do not have abitions to win the race and are ok to ski on 

rented skis. That will easen up travel luggage. Also on long distance races, like to Argentina, skiers 

could have a easier travel with rented skis at race location. We will look into how much this is 

possible. 

Cut-off times. In our charter we ask for good cut of times enabling skiers of different performane 

levels to complete their race. With the Icelandic WL race “Fossavatn” there were trouble with this. 

We hope this will get a lot better in coming races. 

Plowing in races. One proposed statement was presented by a member: “WL races should avoid 

tracks with downhils that require plowing”. We woted on this and results were 1 YES and 14 NO. So 

IAWLS will not recommend this statement. 

American Birkie Open Track had timing bibs but they were not used properly. That confused some 

skiers and it looked odd. What is the explenation here? 

 

At 17 :00, Lars Vagle close the GA and thanks Marcialonga for the use of free meeting location in 

Cavalese centre. 

 

Report made by Lars Vagle on February 10th 2016. 


